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Introduction 

It’s a dark and transformational time on planet earth. Humanity is faced with drastic earth changes and social collapse. 
The struggle between forces of light and dark have come to a crescendo. 
   Meanwhile, across the globe various multicultural individuals have experienced a series of initiations, empowerment’s and 
teachings. Unknown to them they have been pre destined to incarnate at this time to help battle the forces of chaos and self 
destruction. Chosen by higher powers to be a bridge to a new paradigm of consciousness. Each one wielding a specific elemental 
power. Each one possessing a special realistic ability to engage in this global transformation to the highest evolutionary potential. 
Each character having an animals ally and spirit animal. 
   The difference between these super heroes and the traditional characters are they represent real world super powers and bring 
an essential elemental archetype to the story. They also form a collective circle of regenerative attributes that can help readers 
realize their own super power or skill set in service to the planet ( GAIA) It’s also helps them to realize we can change the toxic 
narrative that is engineered to hold humanity back from its true potential and birthright. 
   The villains are based upon archetypes that express greed, jealousy, anger. Illusion and lack of compassion for the environment, 
animals and human life.The main nemesis is the first edition lives by the motto “ profit over people”.
   This timely project is a way to entertain and educate its readers and participants that their are solutions to many of the worlds 
issues and through collaboration, innovation and action. We can come into a world of peace, harmony and balance with each 
other and nature. 

Media Platforms  

Character Bible - In Process 
Origin Stories - Done 
100 page book & some illustrations - in process 
Film
Video game / Gaia Warriors Go !! 
Comic book / Graphic Novel

Now please enjoy the first draft of our Character Bible and their Origin Stories
featuring the core 8 main characters (supporting roles not featured)








